PM raps German NGOs
DAS and KAS threaten stability

Prime Minister Nahas Angula has condemned two German non-governmental organizations, NGOs, for the manner in which they operate themselves during last year’s National Assembly and Presidential elections.

Speaking at the launch of SWAPO’s 29th Independence Logo on Wednesday this week, a visibly irritated PM said the two NGOs were “biased” and “abused” Namibia’s hospitality.

The two NGOs are Deutscher Afrika Stiftung, DAS, and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, KAS, which had registered journalists and published their report with the Electoral Commission of Namibia, NEC, disguised as observers.

They issued a report on Namibia’s National Assembly and
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Not surprisingly, Tehran pushed back against Washington’s reckless efforts to restrain nuclear weapons in the first place. As if on cue, the American media has begun to swing behind Clinton’s new propaganda line: A comment published in yesterday’s Wall Street Journal entitled “Iran’s emerging military dictatorship,” claimed. “Perhaps it is time to consider regime change in a different light.”
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